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TRAVEL | my escape

the denizen

my escape

tokyo
nick dwyer

An utterly passionate muso, Nick D spends his time immersed in the culture of his
lifelong obsession with all things music. As breakfast host on George FM, Nick has
an avid following of listeners who tune in to hear his upbeat and positive outlook on
the life that surrounds us. A frequent international traveller filming television shows,
conducting interviews and performing DJ sets all over the world, Nick’s favourite
holiday spot is Tokyo.

1. yamada chikara - With more Michelin-starred restaurants
than any other city on the planet, Tokyo is without doubt the
gastronomic capital of the world. Although at times it can be quite
tricky to unlock them. Having a basic knowledge of the language (or a
friend that does), and doing a bit of pre-planning with your bookings,
will reward you with some of the greatest meals you’ll eat in your life.
It’s almost ridiculous to say it, but Yamada Chikara can lay claim to my
most memorable gastronomic experience. With four years experience
working alongside Spanish chef Ferran Adria at the ‘number one
for so many years’ restaurant in the world - El Bulli -Yamada has
certainly mastered the molecular gastronomic secrets of its haute
cuisine but applies them to a modern take on Japanese kaiseki. One
minute it’s a scientific experiment in your mouth with freeze dried
foie gras in a hot beef consume, the next it’s roasted, smoke-infused
eel and the freshest cuts of tuna and octopus around. I could go on,
but trust me, this is a meal you’ll remember for the rest of your life.

Kill Bill restaurant Gopanchi lies, down the stairs and a quick wander
through its many rooms will uncover the most passionate music-loving
crowd, the best sound, and virtually every night, some of the best
DJ’s the world has to offer. A night here always ends as an adventure.
www.go-to-eleven.com

3. meiji shrine - One of the best things you can do if you’ve
arrived in Tokyo for the first time is to just have an aimless wander, and
more often that not, the first port-of-call to experience the full sensory
experience Tokyo is renowned for is Shibuya. Head to Shibuya for its
‘oh my god I feel like I’m stuck in a pinball machine’ and Harujuku
for that ‘oh my god they really do have guys dressed like Elvis and girls
like Little Bo-Peep’ vibe. Pretty soon though, you’ll need a rest from
the sensory overload, and the best place to do that is the Meiji Shrine
just behind Harujuku station. It’s always mad to think that such a real
slice of historical Japan lies literally a minute’s walk from the hustle
and bustle of one of the busiest parts of the busiest city on earth. The
dense forest is incredible to walk though and the shrine itself is a sight
to behold. Your Zen levels will be set back to normal in a jiffy. A mustdo if it’s your first visit. www.meijijingu.or.jp

1-15-2 Minami-Azabu, Minato Ward

2. eleven - One of my biggest passions in life for many years
was to have a jolly good dance. Sadly, in my home city Auckland this
doesn’t really happen so much these days due to a multitude of factors,
but, most importantly, because of sound. To say Tokyo has the best
club culture in the world isn’t a stretch – it really does. The sound
systems in clubs like Womb, The Room and especially what was once
known as Yellow (now Eleven) are engineered by the best guys in the
business and the experience is always nothing short of exhilarating.
Eleven is located in Nishi-Azabu just behind the crossing where the

4. sushi-dai at tsukiji fish markets - It shouldn’t
come as any surprise that the best sushi in the world is found in
Tokyo. What most will have you believe though, is that to really get
the ‘sushi-experience to end all sushi experiences’, you’ll have to wait
three months for a booking at Sukiyabashi Jiro Honten or Mizutani in
Ginza, as well as being prepared to pay a very hefty price tag. That’s
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a toilet seat that sings to you in Swahili, or a life size Koala toy that
doubles as a psychiatrist – the 6th floor is where the party is at.

not the case. I’ve been lucky enough to eat a fair amount of sushi in
my time, and Sushi-Dai is by far the best you’ll get and at a quarter of
the price of such establishments. Located right next to the Tsukiji fish
markets, it’ll be an early rise as Sushi-Dai don’t take bookings and you
can expect to wait in line for around an hour to get one of the dozen
seats. You will be rewarded with the freshest fish you’ll ever find in
your life. Make sure you bring a sense of adventure with you - those
Cod Fish sperm sacs ain’t for the faint-hearted.

www.loft.co.jp/shoplist/shibuya

7. new york bar - It may be a bit clichéd to include this in the
list but there really is nothing like it in the world. Everyone familiar
with the film Lost In Translation will know that this was where Bill
Murrays’ Bob Harris spent most of his time, but surprisingly it’s less
of a tourist trap than you’d think. On the 52nd floor of the Park
Hyatt in Shinjuku, it’s always my first-night-in-Tokyo must – once
that elevator hits the top floor and the Shinjuku skyline hits you, it’s
every futurist’s Blade Runner dream come true. Unfortunately, that
terrible Jazz singer with the red hair that Bob had the misfortune
of waking up next to is still there from time to time, but ignore
her, pull up a chair, get yourself a Suntory and enjoy the view.

5. unknown izakayas - Izakayas are essentially the backbone of Tokyo eating, they are tiny little places that serve delicious
morsels of food to accompany drinking, beer and, of course… sake!
I guess my point with this is that it’s all too easy, especially if you lack
the language, to fall upon the familiar in Japan – a Yakitori or Soba
house, or, of course, named restaurants. If you really want an authentic
Japanese experience, find a Izakaya, put yourself in the hands of the
chef, and make sure you get the sake to match. Sure, there are a couple
of dishes here and there that might be very alien, but on the whole your
belly will thank you for your curiousity and with sake in the mix you’ll
be singing karaoke with the owner in no time.

www.parkhyatttokyo.com/Facility/Restaurant/newyorkgrill

8. two rooms - It’s funny that one of the coolest new bars in a city
that is full of them is run by a Kiwi. Hailing from Auckland, Nathan
Smith and his team of expats cut their teeth at the acclaimed Oak Door
at the Grand Hyatt and now have this incredibly classy establishment
on the 5th floor of the AO Building in Aoyama. As the name would
suggest, it’s a restaurant and bar – a fine dining affair backed up by
a superb cellar, and then a bar. And oh what a bar it is. I think on
my last trip I ended up here every night. Run by Ghanian Edward
Baffoe, who is a legend among the finer drinking establishments in
town, and staffed by a team of incredibly cool West-Africans, the bar
really comes to life on it’s outdoor deck with its incredible views and,
as you’d expect, some of the finest cocktails in town. www.tworooms.jp

6. loft department store shibuya - Whenever you go
to Japan you’ll always find a chorus of friends saying ‘make sure you
bring me back something crazy!’. Loft in Shibuya is the place where,
if you’ve left all your shopping to the last minute, you can nail gifts
for everyone that all come chocka-block with their own overdose of
hilarity in less than an hour. Not just that though, it’s got incredible
stationery on the bottom floor, hip interiors on the 3rd and 4th and
some pretty cool furniture on the 5th. For that full size sumo outfit,
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Bill Granger has four Bills restaurants in Japan. Source: Supplied

Tokyo-based Australian chef Matthew Crabbe. Source: Supplied

OUR Tokyoloving foodies reveal their favourite local dining spots.
BILL GRANGER
Omotesando Koffee: This oneman shop takes coffee to a new level. The mobile kiosk, set up in
one room of a period house near Harajuku in central Tokyo, is a must for any coffee
www.theaustralian.com.au/travel/destinations/chefs‑specials/story‑e6frg8ux‑1226486826940
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one room of a period house near Harajuku in central Tokyo, is a must for any coffee aficionado,
and beautiful to behold. More: oookoffee.com (http://oookoffee.com) .
Sushi Bar Yasuda: Excellent sushi bars in Tokyo can be like secret clubs. At Sushi Bar Yasuda,
New York's favourite Michelinstarred sushi chef, Naomichi Yasuda, has returned to refine his
craft. He speaks English and is generous with his knowledge. Good sushi is not cheap in Tokyo,
but this is keenly priced for the quality. More: sushibaryasuda.com (http://sushibaryasuda.com)
.
Golden Brown Burgers: If you need a break from Japanese food, Golden Brown Burgers in the
glamorous Tadao Andodesigned Omotesando Hills may be just what you're looking for. More:
goldenbrown.info (http://goldenbrown.info) .
Toriyoshi (Aoyama): This is a chain restaurant but a lot of fun, and fingerlickin' good. It serves
the famous Nagoyastyle chicken wings  spicy, sweet or salty  to be eaten with crisp salads and
cold beer. It's very well priced and great for families or big groups (you get a private room and a
buzzer). More: 31816 MinamiAoyama, Minatoku.
Bill Granger has four Bills restaurants in Japan: in Odaiba and Omotesando in Tokyo; at
Shichirigahama in Kanagawa; and Yokohama. More: bills.com.au (http://bills.com.au) .
LUKE MANGAN
Cicada: This casual restaurant in Hiroo, which is about to move to Omotesando, has a
Mediterraneaninspired menu that focuses on Spanish and Moroccan cuisine. More:
tyharborbrewing.co.jp/en/cicada (http://tyharborbrewing.co.jp/en/cicada) .
Restaurant Bacar: A small, modernFrench diner where the food and service is exceptional. More:
1F Villa Shoto, 2145 Shoto, Shibuyaku.
Takishita: You'll always get great food, and very good value, at this casual Japanese restaurant in
Azabu. More: 2111 AzabuJuban, Minatoku.
Kanda Yabu Soba: A classic soba restaurant  very popular for experiencing Japan's noodle
culture and good tempura. More: 210 KandaAwajicho, Chiyodaku.
Toriyoshi (Nakameguro): A popular yakitori restaurant run by a Frenchtrained chef. The place is
small and always busy. More: Yajima Building, 286 KamiMeguro, Meguroku.
Luke Mangan is chefrestaurateur at Salt Tokyo. More: lukemangan.com
(http://lukemangan.com)
TETSUYA WAKUDA
Tempura TenAsa, Ginza: This is hard to find, but worth the effort as it serves the city's best
tempura. More: 1F Central Bldg, 1278 Ginza, Chuoku.
Ishikawa: This threeMichelinstarred establishment is absolutely the best Japanese restaurant in
Tokyo. More: kagurazakaishikawa.co.jp (http://kagurazakaishikawa.co.jp) .
Akasaka Kikunoi: Visit for kaiseki meals just as good as those you get in Kyoto. More: kikunoi.jp
(http://kikunoi.jp) .
Yukimura: Try the kani (crab) kaiseki, which is highly soughtafter in winter. More: 3F
Takayananagi Building, 155 AzabuJuban, Minatoku.
Sushi Yoshitake: Tokyo's very best sushi restaurant. More: 3F Suzuryu Bldg. 8719, Ginza, Chuo
Ku.
Star Bar Ginza: The best bar in the country. More: Basement, 1513 Ginza, Chuoku.
Tetsuya Wakuda was born in Hamamatsu, Japan. His restaurants include Tetsuya's in Sydney and
Waku Ghin in Singapore. He regularly visits Tokyo. More: tetsuyas.com (http://tetsuyas.com) ;
marinabaysands.com (http://marinabaysands.com) .
MATTHEW CRABBE
Tokyo Shiba TofuyaUkai: This mustvisit restaurant, right under Tokyo Tower, has stunning
traditional gardens and wellbalanced menus based on homemade tofu, seasonal vegetables and
fish. More: ukai.co.jp (http://ukai.co.jp) .
www.theaustralian.com.au/travel/destinations/chefs‑specials/story‑e6frg8ux‑1226486826940
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Maru: My favourite izakaya. Sit at the counter and interact with the friendly staff. The daily menu
consists of very fresh ingredients focusing on vegetables and fish and changes regularly. The
sashimi is beautiful, as are the corn fritters in summer. More: marumayfont.jp (http://maru
mayfont.jp) .
Toriyoshi (Nakameguro): My favourite yakitori place  counterseats only, with the main grill
guys fanning the glowing charcoal while turning the skewers. More: 286 Kami Meguro, Meguro
ku.
Ginza Kyubey: Topclass sushi in a traditional environment. Sit at the counter and ask for the
omakase menu. They have quite a few locations, but I always return to the original. More:
kyubey.jp (http://kyubey.jp) .
Ryugin: This Roppongi restaurant has about 20 seats. Ownerchef Yamamotosan is skilled at
incorporating modern techniques into traditional cuisine. More: 1F Side Roppongi Building, 7
1724 Roppongi, Minatoku.
Matthew Crabbe is ownerchef at Tokyo's Two Rooms Grill Bar and R2 Supperclub. More:
tworooms.jp (http://tworooms.jp) ; r2sc.jp (http://r2sc.jp) .

www.theaustralian.com.au/travel/destinations/chefs‑specials/story‑e6frg8ux‑1226486826940
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MICHELIN FOR MISERS
A star-spangled meal in Tokyo
needn’t break the bank
MICHELLE ROWE
A MICHELIN-starred meal in Tokyo for a paltry $60?
Who would have thought?
We can blame this extraordinary turn of events on
those responsible for the famous red book. For the second
consecutive year, Michelin Guide Tokyo features coin
symbols scattered through its pages denoting restaurants
at which lunch or dinner costs less than Y5000 ($61).
Happily, more than 40 per cent of this year’s Michelinstarred establishments — 17 restaurants hold the maximum three stars, 57 have two and 219 one apiece — make
the grade.
I am the type who wants a kaiseki (banquet) lifestyle on
a kushiage (skewered snacks) budget, so I embrace the
coin system with gusto. I have advance help from my onthe-ball concierge team at The Ritz-Carlton Tokyo, who
provide a list of budget Michelin meals within a stone’s
throw of the five-star Roppongi property.
The prize for the cheapest meal goes to Nakajima in
Shinjuku, where a set lunch comes to just Y800. In
Shibuya, meanwhile, I could pop in for a midday meal at
Maison Paul Bocuse for a mere Y2680, or feast on the likes of fried spring roll with boudin noir, snails in butter or
beef cheeks, followed by cabbage ice cream, at Chemins in
Akasaka for about an additional Y1000. In Roppongi,
one-starred Chinese restaurant Momonoki offers multicourse set lunches for Y2500 or Y4000; or there’s pate
with kiwi jelly, pork confit or breast of duck in berry and
bitter chocolate sauce for a rather more robust Y4100
over at Coucagno in Shibuya.
It all sounds appealing, but I’m after something a little
more traditional and, after much chopping and changing,
and extensive online research, I eventually decide on a
lunch booking at the highly respected Sushi Aoki in the
bustling Ginza shopping district.
This restaurant has held one Michelin star since the
guide launched in Tokyo five years ago (Japan now has
more three-starred restaurants than France), and its

least-expensive set meal is a wallet-friendly Y3150. However, it turns out to be my lucky day. It’s Sushi Aoki’s 40th
birthday and owner and sushi master Toshikatsu Aoki,
who took over from his father at the family-run sushi
house a few years ago, is celebrating by offering diners
further discounts. My nigiri set meal (comprising nine
pieces of nigiri-sushi), previously slightly over budget at
Y5250, is now a bargain Y4000.
I take my place at a wooden counter in the small and
sparsely decorated room (the galley-style yellow dining
area is bookended by a sketch from French artist Bernard
Buffet and a painting of a Japanese mountainscape) and
watch as sushi chef Keigo Sugisawa reaches repeatedly
into a round wooden rice bowl. He deftly shapes the sticky
grains before placing slices of glistening fish on top and
delivering them to diners perched on red velour stools.
Sugisawa minces fresh wasabi on a shark-skin grater,
the pungent green horseradish smeared across each
fistful of rice, and offers me pickled ginger and sweet
vinegar in a small bowl, before placing two pieces of rolled
omelette on my plate. He follows this with a steady stream
of rice topped with scrupulously fresh pieces of belly tuna,
clam, prawn, sea bream, mackerel, squid and eel, plus a
couple of small pickled vegetable rolls — quite possibly
the best sushi I’ve tasted.
Sugisawa and his mentor Aoki, who is working further
down the counter, keep the 14 diners topped up by delving

1

frequently into two glass-lidded wooden boxes in which
the fish is displayed like jewellery. Volunteer guide Reiko
Shimba, who has accompanied me to help with translations (none of the staff here speaks much English), tells
me Sushi Aoki specialises in edomae-style sushi, the most
expensive kind, a practice in which the master chefs pride
themselves on intuitively understanding customers’
needs. Sugisawa has this down to a fine art. Having seen
me drop one too many pieces of sushi into the soy dipping
sauce with a messy splash, I find subsequent morsels
arrive pre-cut into more manageable halves.
The helpful Shimba points out where I’ve been going
wrong — dip the fish, not the rice, into the sauce, a tricky
manoeuvre involving flipping the whole thing upside
down. She’s right; doing it this way means no more
disintegrating rice. I’m a work in progress when it comes
to mastering the art of successful Michelin-starred sushi
eating, but that hardly matters. At this price, I can easily
pop back for a bit more practice.

above left
Chefs Aoki (left) and
Sugisawa at the
Ginza restaurant
above right
The seafood at
Sushi Aoki is
scrupulously fresh
PICTURES:
MICHELLE ROWE

Checklist
Sushi Aoki, 2F Takahashi Building, 6-7-4 Ginza, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo; + 81 3 3289 1044.
● viamichelin.com
● ritzcarlton.com
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1. BILL GRANGER
Omotesando Koffee: This one-man shop takes coffee to
a new level. The mobile kiosk, set up in one room of a
period house near Harajuku in central Tokyo, is a must
for any coffee aficionado, and beautiful to behold.
More: ooo-koffee.com.
Sushi Bar Yasuda: Excellent sushi bars in Tokyo can be
like secret clubs. At Sushi Bar Yasuda, New York’s favourite Michelin-starred sushi chef, Naomichi Yasuda, has
returned to refine his craft. He speaks English and is
generous with his knowledge. Good sushi is not cheap in
Tokyo, but this is keenly priced for the quality.
More: sushibaryasuda.com.
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Golden Brown Burgers: If you need a break from Japanese food, Golden Brown Burgers in the glamorous
Tadao Ando-designed Omotesando Hills may be just
what you’re looking for. More: goldenbrown.info.
Toriyoshi (Aoyama): This is a chain restaurant but a lot
of fun, and finger-lickin’ good. It serves the famous
Nagoya-style chicken wings — spicy, sweet or salty — to
be eaten with crisp salads and cold beer. It’s very well
priced and great for families or big groups (you get a
private room and a buzzer). More: 3-18-16 MinamiAoyama, Minato-ku.

4

Bill Granger has four Bills restaurants in Japan: in Odaiba
and Omotesando in Tokyo; at Shichirigahama in Kanagawa; and Yokohama. More: bills.com.au.
2. LUKE MANGAN
Cicada: This casual restaurant in Hiroo, which is about to
move to Omotesando, has a Mediterranean-inspired
menu that focuses on Spanish and Moroccan cuisine.
More: tyharborbrewing.co.jp/en/cicada.

PSST

Restaurant Bacar: A small, modern-French diner where
the food and service is exceptional. More: 1F Villa Shoto,
2-14-5 Shoto, Shibuya-ku.
Takishita: You’ll always get great food, and very good
value, at this casual Japanese restaurant in Azabu. More:
2-1-11 Azabu-Juban, Minato-ku.
Kanda Yabu Soba: A classic soba restaurant — very popular for experiencing Japan’s noodle culture and good
tempura. More: 2-10 Kanda-Awajicho, Chiyoda-ku.
Toriyoshi (Nakameguro): A popular yakitori restaurant
run by a French-trained chef. The place is small and
always busy. More: Yajima Building, 2-8-6 KamiMeguro, Meguro-ku.
Luke Mangan is chef-restaurateur at Salt Tokyo.
More: lukemangan.com
3. TETSUYA WAKUDA
Tempura Ten-Asa, Ginza: This is hard to find, but worth
the effort as it serves the city’s best tempura. More: 1F
Central Bldg, 1-27-8 Ginza, Chuo-ku.
Ishikawa: This three-Michelin-starred establishment is
absolutely the best Japanese restaurant in Tokyo. More:
kagurazaka-ishikawa.co.jp.
Akasaka Kikunoi: Visit for kaiseki meals just as good as
those you get in Kyoto. More: kikunoi.jp.

Star Bar Ginza: The best bar in the country.
More: Basement, 1-5-13 Ginza, Chuo-ku.
Tetsuya Wakuda was born in Hamamatsu, Japan. His
restaurants include Tetsuya’s in Sydney and Waku Ghin in
Singapore. He regularly visits Tokyo.
More: tetsuyas.com; marinabaysands.com.
4. MATTHEW CRABBE
Tokyo Shiba Tofuya-Ukai: This must-visit restaurant,
right under Tokyo Tower, has stunning traditional
gardens and well-balanced menus based on home-made
tofu, seasonal vegetables and fish.
More: ukai.co.jp.
Maru: My favourite izakaya. Sit at the counter and interact with the friendly staff. The daily menu consists of very
fresh ingredients focusing on vegetables and fish and
changes regularly. The sashimi is beautiful, as are the corn
fritters in summer. More: maru-mayfont.jp.
Toriyoshi (Nakameguro): My favourite yakitori place —
counter-seats only, with the main grill guys fanning the
glowing charcoal while turning the skewers. More: 2-8-6
Kami Meguro, Meguro-ku.
Ginza Kyubey: Top-class sushi in a traditional environment. Sit at the counter and ask for the omakase menu.
They have quite a few locations, but I always return to the
original. More: kyubey.jp.

Yukimura: Try the kani (crab) kaiseki, which is highly
sought-after in winter. More: 3F Takayananagi Building,
1-5-5 Azabu-Juban, Minato-ku.

Ryugin: This Roppongi restaurant has about 20 seats.
Owner-chef Yamamoto-san is skilled at incorporating
modern techniques into traditional cuisine. More: 1F Side
Roppongi Building, 7-17-24 Roppongi, Minato-ku.

Sushi Yoshitake: Tokyo’s very best sushi restaurant.
More: 3F Suzuryu Bldg. 8-7-19, Ginza, Chuo-Ku.

Matthew Crabbe is owner-chef at Tokyo’s Two Rooms Grill
Bar and R2 Supperclub. More: tworooms.jp; r2sc.jp.

FORGET expensive taxi rides from Narita Airport to central Tokyo. The Airport Limousine Service, a network of coaches delivering passengers to dozens of hotels in the city centre, is inexpensive and efficient. Buy a ticket in the airport terminal, proceed to the designated bus stop and board at the departure time marked on your ticket. Buses leave on the dot. More: limousinebus.co.jp.
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A world of

festive flavours
■
High-profile foodies
reveal what’s on the
Christmas menu this year

After lunch we’ll go for a walk in the woods with
Winston, our pug.
Kitchen tip: If you’re cooking turkey, chicken or other
poultry, par-cook it in chicken stock with plenty of
salt, vegetables and herbs before roasting it in a hot
oven. This reduces roasting time and keeps it juicy.
More: theledbury.com.

■

MAGNUS NILSSON
Head chef, Faviken Magasinet, Sweden
FAVIKEN is closed for Christmas and while the menu
does not change during the festive season, we do have
a Christmas tree in the dining room. For Christmas
Eve at home, my parents and my sister and her family
will visit and we’ll eat the traditional Swedish festive
dinner, an extraordinary feast of old-fashioned food
comprising more than 60 dishes served buffet-style
and eaten over the afternoon and evening. There will
be different kinds of herring, gravlax, meatballs,
cheeses and rice pudding. As an aperitif we’ll drink
warm spiced red wine (glogg) and eat ginger snaps.
With the meal, we’ll have local beer and aquavit.
Kitchen tip: For a colourful festive drink, make
a delicious liqueur out of wild raspberries. Take very
fresh berries, add the same quantity of alcohol and let
it macerate for about 20 minutes before straining.
You can sweeten with caster sugar or honey if you like.
Store the bottles in the freezer to keep the liqueur’s
colour and perfume. Serve neat (at room temperature)
after a meal or over crushed ice. More: faviken.com.

RICK STEIN
Chef and restaurateur, England and Australia
I SPEND Christmas one year in Australia with my wife
Sarah and stepchildren Zach and Olivia, and the next in
Padstow. This year it’s Padstow, England, with my three
sons, Edward, Jack and Charlie, Edward’s wife Kate and
my first grandson, Hugh, plus my sister and brother-inlaw and their daughters.
I’ll be cooking goose with sage and onion stuffing,
potatoes roasted in goose fat with artichokes and
parsnips (if I’m cooking a roast in Australia I substitute
the latter for pumpkin and sweet potato). I also like to
serve a melange of vegetables — glazed carrots with
broccoli florettes, flageolets (soaked green haricots)
and peas. I toss the vegetables in a little butter and
french tarragon. It’s not traditional but I can’t have
Christmas at my place without two or three native
oysters from the River Fal to start with, and Cornish
blue cheese instead of stilton with the port, which will
be from the Barossa Valley — Rockford 1998 Shiraz
Vintage Port. There will be traditional Christmas
pudding, which we make in The Seafood Restaurant
kitchen. We’ve provisionally had an order from
Selfridges for 2000 for next year.
Kitchen tip: Cook as much as you can beforehand.
I choose goose because it’s very moist and will keep
in a low oven in perfect condition for a couple of hours;
similarly the roast potatoes, artichokes and parsnips.
My melange of vegetables just needs a final sauteeing
with the tarragon. And the pudding goes in the
microwave — I realised only a couple of years ago
that steaming it for hours is a waste of time because
it is precooked anyway.

Gingerbread cake (piernik)
THIS gingery spiced cake
is soft and moist, and
marries many Christmas
ingredients — honey,
ginger, cinnamon, prunes
and, most important of all,
chocolate. Serves 8-10.

CAMERON HANDLER
Executive sous chef, Pyramid Restaurant,
The Fairmont Dallas, US
THIS year it will be a lavish feast for the family,
including favourites such as brown sugar and bourbon
ham roast with orange bourbon sauce, roasted sweet
potatoes with pecans and maple syrup, green bean
casserole, mashed potatoes with brown gravy, steamed
carrots and broccoli and cranberry sauce. For dessert,
it will be pecan pie and pumpkin pie.
At the restaurant, meanwhile, Christmas brunch
and dinner will include an array of salads, seafood and
carved meats — including brown-sugar-glazed ham
with maple mustard and leg of lamb with rosemary
and garlic, with savoury sides such as chive-andparmesan mashed potatoes and Dijon brussels sprouts
with pancetta. Our dishes always include herbs and
vegetables from our 280sq m rooftop garden.
Kitchen tip: When cooking a turkey, allow it to
thaw completely under refrigeration and brine it for
24 hours before roasting. More: fairmont.com/dallas;
pyramidrestaurant.com.

Magnus Nilsson’s book, Faviken, is out now
(Phaidon, $49.99).
MATTHEW CRABBE
Owner-chef, Two Rooms Grill Bar and
R2 Supperclub, Tokyo
CHRISTMAS is a big get-together for my family —
my wife Maki, daughter Sakura, 5, and son Shuya, 2,
— and business partners Nathan and Eddie and their
families. I usually chargrill some free-range datte
chickens at Two Rooms and take them home with
some black truffle sauce from the restaurant’s
Christmas menu, olive oil mashed potatoes, prosciutto
(either San Daniele or cotto), caesar salad, lots of our
green olive bread accompanied by a bottle of olive oil,
and avocado dip with pappadums. To finish, we’ll
devour Sembikiya strawberry shortcakes, which we
receive every year from one of our overly generous
benefactors. We’ll also have copious amounts of
champagne (usually the Louis Roederer that is our
house pour, or Cristal if it’s in the cellar).
Kitchen tip: Keep it simple, always use top
ingredients, don’t skimp on the drinks and bacon,
bacon, bacon. Or why not forget about cooking
and support the local restaurant industry?
More: tworooms.jp; r2sc.jp.

Rick Stein’s Cornish Christmas screens on Lifestyle Food
at 8.30pm tomorrow.

Kitchen tip: Always have a prep-ahead cold starter
that can be assembled before guests arrive,
such as spicy clams that people can nibble on while
you prepare the main dish. Salsas are great for
a centrepiece, served on ice. Boil purple cabbage in
water and set it in the serving plate in the freezer the
night before. You get a great blue or purple ice on
which to place your starter. More: yinyang.hk.

MICHELLE GARNAUT
Restaurateur, Shanghai and Beijing
MY Italian brother-in-law Vincenzo Perri lives in
Hong Kong, like me, and will cook the Christmas
dinner — an Italian-Anglo-Chinese feast. A group
of Italian friends gets together a few days before
Christmas to make tons of tortellini — we measure
by the number of fresh eggs that go into making it.
A ‘‘30-egg pasta’’ takes about 3kg of flour. The stuffing
is a mixture of finely ground veal, mortadella, ham

BRETT GRAHAM
Head chef, The Ledbury, London
FOR Christmas lunch I’ll cook roasted teal (duck) with
lots of root vegetables, game tea with lots of sherry,
brussels sprouts with duck gizzards and bacon, and
roast potatoes. I’ll be spending Christmas Day in
Berkshire with my business partner Mike Robinson
and his family, and my wife Natalie and her parents.
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and nutmeg, and the brodo is the classic chicken,
beef and vegetable, cooked for hours. The kids have
competitions as to how many tortellini they can eat.
I think Agnese, my skinny niece, has won with
about 40. Then we eat roast turkey and pork with roast
potatoes, parsnips, pumpkin and onions, as well as
bread sauce, cranberry sauce, stewed red cabbage and
beans with walnuts. Then, of course, there’s Christmas
pudding, which takes half a month to make.
Sometimes I do it, sometimes others do it. There will
be custard, ice cream, cream, panettone, torrone and
more on top of that. It’s the whole nine yards.
Kitchen tip: The only shortcut I recommend is to
book a restaurant now — you don’t even have to
wash the dishes. More: m-restaurantgroup.com.

5 Night
g Escape
p

to New Caledonia

$945

FROM ONLY
NLY

*

Escape to Hotel Le Surf Nouméa. BONUS: 1 FREE^ nights’ accommodation.
Limitedavailability-Offerends30Nov2012,unlesssoldoutprior.From$989*exBRIS.

Small group wildlife
experiences enriching the mind
through personal adventure
Explore the untamed coastlines of Scotland, Norway,
Spitsbergen, Greenland and Iceland aboard the small
ship Polar Pioneer.

auroraexpeditions.com.au
or call 1800 637 688
expeditions

Earlybird ofer applies to selected voyages – Conditions apply

Cruising to the heart of nature

Method
Melt the chocolate for 30 seconds in a microwave (or in a small bowl standing
in very hot water), then place in a saucepan with the butter, honey and sugar
on a medium heat. Add the milk and stir together well until the sugar has
dissolved. Set aside to cool.
Beat the eggs and fold into the chocolate mixture.
In a large bowl, combine the flour, chopped prunes, gingerbread spice,
ground ginger, cinnamon and baking powder. (If preferred, you can make
your own gingerbread spice with two tablespoons each of ground ginger
and cinnamon and one each of ground allspice, cloves and nutmeg.)
Mix well and stir in the chocolate and egg mixture, the jam and the
crystallised (candied) ginger.
Preheat the oven to 160C (310F). Grease and flour a 28cm (11-inch) loaf
tin. Pour in the batter and bake for 60 minutes, until slightly firm on the
outside but still soft and moist inside. Allow to cool in the baking tin.
After cooling, wrap in plastic film and leave for a day before eating, in thick
slices. The cake will keep well, so you can make it a week before Christmas.
This recipe is from Sugared Orange: Recipes and Stories from a Winter in Poland,
by Beata Zatorska and Simon Target (Tabula Books, March 2013, $49).

SABI SABI

46-:%8)+%1)6)7)6:)

4000 year old cave paintings; the Mursi tribe of the
Omo Valley; the ‘hyena man’ of Harar; the pyramids of
Meroe; the Great Rift Valley, salt lakes and volcanos are
some of the many highlights of this fascinating 32-day
journey through Ethiopia, the province of Somaliland,
Djibouti, northern Sudan and Eritrea.

4 DAYS FROM $2375*
Experience the world-renowned
Sabi Sand, a wildlife oasis
with the ‘Big Five’

Visiting Addis Ababa, Arba Minch, Hargeisa, Las Gaal
caves, Khartoum, Asmara, museums, archaeological
sites, gold markets, desert nomads, national parks,
rock-hewn churches and ancient tombs.

* Per person. Fully inclusive
with return ﬂights from
Johannesburg.

From $23,950 per person (share twin) departing
24 January 2013 ex Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane or
Perth. Fully escorted, including best available hotels,
all meals, extensive sightseeing, gratuities & taxes.

1300 339 543 • www.vivaholidays.com.au
Valid for travel on selected dates between:
SYD-28Nov-20Dec2012, 4Jan-31Mar2013
BRIS-25-29Nov12, 4 Feb-31Mar13

WADE JAMES
Executive chef, Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor,
Siem Reap, Cambodia
ONCE I’ve served a Christmas buffet to our guests,
I’ll be cooking Australian wagyu steak lok lak style
— my own fusion of the best of Australian and Khmer
cuisines, combining the beef and Mekong prawns with
the distinctive Khmer flavours of lime, fried garlic and
Kampot pepper sauce. It’s been a favourite of mine
since I arrived in Siem Reap. I’ll also be making
a coconut and lychee creme brulee and pandan sticky
rice. My friends and I will be sitting in a tropical
garden by the pool, enjoying a beer and a swim,
and listening to the sounds of the jungle.
Kitchen tip: The vibrant red of Cambodian chillies
mixed with kaffir lime leaves looks very festive, so
there’s no need for Christmas tinsel. More: raffles.com.

Ingredients
120g (4.5oz) dark cooking
chocolate
120g (4.5oz) butter
120g (4.5oz) honey
80g (3oz) caster
(superfine) sugar
120ml (half cup) milk
2 eggs
200g (7oz) plain
(all-purpose) flour
100g (4oz) soft prunes,
finely chopped
2 tsp gingerbread spice
1 tsp ground ginger
1 tsp cinnamon
2 tsp baking powder
40g (1.5oz) crystallised
(candied) ginger, chopped
Half jar (120g or 4.5oz) plum
butter (powidla) or
strawberry jam

Horn of Africa

Prices pp
pptwinshare
twin share includes: Return economy
flights ex SYD, accommodation, transfers & taxes

Henrik Lovendahl

‘The only
shortcut I
recommend
is to book
a restaurant
now — you
don’t even
have to
wash the
dishes’
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MARGARET XU YUAN
Chef and founder, Kitchen Yin Yang, Hong Kong
THE Chinese didn’t have a Santa Claus. Fortunately,
Hong Kong has celebrated Christmas since its colonial
days, so it’s an excuse for me to have fun and cook
a mixture of East and West. This year the vegetable
garden in Yin Yang’s organic harvest platter has gone
3-D — I have been building maze gardens out of
shredded lettuce and brined organic eggs, and
seasoning them with sesame oil. For Christmas,
the maze will be shaped into a Christmas tree and
organic tomatoes, coriander and other dried
vegetables will be added. It will be served on
blue ice made with purple cabbage and water.
Other festive dishes at the restaurant include crab
flamenco — crabs set on fire with rose-wine soaked
tomatoes, chillies, heaps of garlic and olive oil, finished
off with my orchard harvest of sugar mandarins. For
my Christmas meal at home, I will stuff a goose with
sweet potato rice, golden beetroot and oranges.

BEATA ZATORSKA
Author, Rose Petal Jam (Tabula Books)
THE traditional Polish Christmas Eve, Wigilia, is the most sacred night of
the year. Families gather for a formal dinner and there is always one spare
setting at the table in case an unexpected visitor knocks on the door.
Twelve dishes for 12 apostles are served. The oldest person blesses the
meal by breaking a water biscuit called oplatek and sharing it between
family members and guests.
Essential dishes include a hot beetroot consomme poured over wild
mushroom dumplings, cabbage and mushroom-filled ravioli (pierogi),
and trout fried in breadcrumbs. Carp in aspic, cabbage and split peas and
poppyseed noodles follow. Elaborate desserts make up at least half of the
menu: gingerbread and poppyseed cakes, cheesecakes, apple mousse and
kutia — an old Slavic wheat and poppyseed recipe. It will be washed down
with sweet, warm prune kompot or cold vodka.
At midnight, guests (who can still walk) will put on their shoes and head
off to church for mass.
Kitchen tip: You can make delicious pierogi using commercial Asian
wonton wrappers.

www.aircalin.com

www.aircalin.com

* IMPORTANT: *Agents may charge service fees and/or fees for card payments which vary. If you book with Viva Holidays, an additional
2% applies to credit card payments. Prices correct at 7 Nov 12 but may fluctuate if surcharges, fees, taxes or currency change.Amounts
payable to third parties not inc. Offers subject to availability. ^Free nights already included in price. Please check all prices, availability and
other information with your travel consultant before booking.Travel dates available outside these listed, please enquire for prices.Viva
Holidays General Conditions available at www.vivaholidays.com.au.Airfares: Book Aircalin (SB) ‘W’ Class for departures from Sydney,
‘T’ class for departures from Brisbane. Bookings departing Sydney must be booked at least 21 days in advance. Pricing based on direct
services from Brisbane or Sydney to Noumea. Other conditions apply. Qantas Holidays Limited trading as Viva! Holidays
ABN 24 003 836 459. Lic number: NSW 2TA 003 004, QLD TAG 740,VIC 32188,WA 9TA 510, SA TTA 48 116.

For descriptive brochure call
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www.farhorizons.com.au
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benchinternational.com.au
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